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"Dear my friend, 
 

You may be troubled by your steel workshop layout, I have some suggestions that I hope will be useful to you. 
 

A few suggestions are as follows： 
1.Metallurgical type overhead crane for lift ladle 
2.Grab or magnet crane to lift scrap for material handling 
3.Rotation magnet beam crane to lift finished rebar or square steel 
4.Double girder overhead crane to do maintenance 
5.Single girder overhead crane or monorail crane to do simple works 
 

P.S. 
1.Different temperatures will influence the crane configuration, please notice this.  
2.If the crane needs to work all day, the working duty must be high, such as M7 or M8 to ensure less malfunction. 
3.Of course, the crane quantity and model are based on the steel processing process. 
 

What we can do for you？ 
We, Dafang crane, Provide suitable cranes to solve the steel mill workforce and production problem, 
with rich experience in Manufacturing and Export Experience. 
 

Our cranes are widely used in scrap handling, scrap charging, the main furnace melting & ccm ladle handling, 
finished steel product handling, maintenance and warehouse and etc.  
Specialized engineer group can satisfy customer's requirements to optimize solutions, project design, and commission and after-sale service. 
Our cranes is exported to more than 30 countries, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Thailand, Tajikistan, Indonesia and etc.  
If you have any questions or needs, please feel free to contact me. 
 

Best regards, 
Nancy 
 

Company: Henan Dafang Heavy Machine Co., Ltd 
Miss Nancy / Sales Manager 
Email: nancy@hndf-crane.com 
Mobile(Whatsapp/Wechat): +86 18738582461 
Website: www.hndf-crane.com 
Address: Changnao Industrial District, Xinxiang City, Henan Province, China 
 

Copyright © 2023, hndf-crane.com 
If you don't want to receive our email again, just click Unsubscribe." 

Is this a spam or non-spam 
message? 
 
Chatsonic/GPT 3.5: 
This message has characteristics of a 
spam message, although it may not be 
malicious in intent. The message is 
unsolicited, contains promotional 
content, … 
 
Chatsonic/GPT 4: 
This message appears to be a 
promotional email, but it may not 
necessarily be spam. The message is 
unsolicited, contains promotional 
content, and provides contact 
information for the sender's company. 
However, it appears that … 
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Email authentication is an important part of email security and is used to verify the identity of the sender of an email. It helps to protect against phishing, 
spoofing and other types of malicious activity. Email authentication is necessary for email services to ensure that the messages they receive are from legitimate 
senders. 
 
The main methods of email authentication are SPF (Sender Policy Framework), DMARC (Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting and Conformance), 
DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) and the Authenticated Received Chain (ARC). Each of these methods has its own advantages and can be used to provide a high 
level of email authentication. 
 
SPF is a DNS-based authentication system that allows an email server to verify that an email is sent from an authorized source. It works by publishing a list of IP 
addresses and domain names in the DNS record, which is then used to check the origin of the email. 
 
DMARC is a protocol that works in conjunction with SPF to strengthen email authentication. It allows email senders to specify how their email should be handled 
if it fails to pass SPF or DKIM authentication. 
 
DKIM is an email authentication system that uses digital signatures to verify the identity of the sender of an email. It works by adding a signature to the headers 
of an email that can be used to verify that the email came from the domain specified in the header. 
 
ARC is an email authentication system that allows an email to be authenticated by a third party. It works by allowing an email server to pass along the authentication 
information from the original sender to the recipient. 
 
Email authentication is an important tool for ensuring the security and integrity of email communications. It is important for businesses, organizations and 
individuals to use email authentication to protect their email accounts from malicious activity. By using the various authentication methods available, businesses, 
organizations and individuals can help protect themselves from email-borne threats and improve the overall security of their email communications.  
— Writesonic/GPT4  
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Spam/phishing/malware levelek hamis feladó 

címmel/domainnel 
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Azonnal tudjuk, hogy ki a valódi küldője 
ennek a spam üzenetnek:  
 

az EON (eon.hu). 
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https://www.iszt.hu/app/uploads/2020/06/ISzT-AUP.pdf 
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